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Critical Plutonium and Enriched-Uranium-Metal 
Cylinders of Extreme Shape* 

l+,.u~ly critical measuremet~t s on familiw of small c the infinite critical cylinder represent lower ~~ottnds . 
cylinders ( / , 2 ) dcmonstrutctl the inadequacy of for wit icalit y of cylinders and thus d&wnittc :L 
t, htt simple shapes-~ott\rCYsiott relrt iottship that. is crluss of cy lit &rs whose ~ulcl~ar cri t icali t y sat’& y is 
IXLSP~ on fixed ext~rapolat iot 1 dist.ance ( 3). The guarant cd. 
failure of this set-nit hcoretic~ scheme, which tjecamc 
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I+;. 4. Immcrsioll tmk for w:ttm=reflw~ted systems. 
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FIG. 5. l’lutor~ium dkks in their Lucite contaitwrlv prior to water immersion. 
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geometries moni t orcd the neutron leakage from 
assembly. 

the 

(2) With the reflect,or materials in place, a PO-Be 
neutlron source was centered within the reflectfor to 
eat,ablish an unmult iplied count. 

(3) A known-safe amount of the fissionable 
mataerial was placed on the lift generally between 
the reflector plugs, and the neutron source posi- 
tioned within it.. The lift was t.hen raised remotely 
and a multiplied count’ recorded. The ratio of t’hesr 
t,wo counts determined t/he multiplication (al) 
of t’he system. 

( 4 ) 11s addit ion al material was added, a series 
of mult iplicat,ion values was determined. The rv- 
sult.iug plot, of l/Al versus height of fissionable 
material permitted an txtrapolation tfo criGcal. 

Measurements on the plutonium cylinders wtrv 
similar except that no neutron source other than 
t.hat from spent ancous f-issiou was required. 1%~ 
t*onium mass divided by neut’ron countSing rat,c w:~ 
t akcn as t hc indcs of rcciproca,l multiplication. 

The clrit ical height of the 15.0-h. diamet,cr P”” 
cylinder in water was measured with and wit)hout 
0.030-h. thick stwl plates on the ends to provide a 
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Be-reflector fh/'ckness,/'nches 
FIG. ‘7. Critical height, of l&in. diameter U*“” (I)3.4!1>) 

cylinder (p = 1’7.7 g/cm”) vs Be reflector thickness. 

basis for estimating the effect of the steel guide 
sleeve of similar thickness that surrounded the 
elongated cylinders. The containers shown holding 
the three-plate and seven-plate layered arrays illus- 
trated in Fig. 5 were employed in a special set of 
multiplication measurements designed to check the 
consistency of the extrapolation procedure for estOi- 
mating the critical thickness of the water-reflected 
infinite plutonium slab. Multiplications were meas- 
ured for both staggered and eclipsed-layer st#ructures 
of these submerged pseudo-cylinders and void 
coefficients of reactivity were determined for the 
assemblies of highest multiplication. 

RESULTS 

Figure 6 shows special extrapolation curves, l/IV 
vs longitudinal buckling, that were used to establish 
critical conditions for the elongated plutonium 
cylinders in water and polyethylene. In other cases, 
estrapolations against height were satisfactory. 

Specifications of the critical configurations for the 
U235 cylinders are listed in Table I and for the plu- 
tonium cylinders in Table II. The critical conditions 
correspond to configurations with snugly-fitting 
reflectors without guide sleeves. The final portions 
of these tables give critical diameters and heights 
corrected to standard densities and concentrations 
of enriched uranium and plutonium.’ For the squat 

* To convert the critical cylinder of core height! h, core 
diameter, d, fissile element density, p, and impurity densit\- _, 9 
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FIG. 8. Effective extrapolation distances for cvlinders 
of U2J5 (93.5yS) and delt4a-phase plutonium metal. Ordinates 
depend upon choices of bare-sphere extrapolation distances 
as 2.15 cm for U *a5 (93.5) and 2.06 cm for Pu. 

-235 IJ cylinders imperfectly reflected by Be, t’he 
magnitude of corrections t,o full-density reflector 
and core appears in Fig. '7. Results also are cor- 
rected for incidental reflection by the lift. 

The effective extrapolation distance, A, , listed 
in Tables I and II is that which satisfies the relation 

B’ (sphere) = (d;4yJ2 + (&J 

for a cylinder of diameter d and height h, when 
bare-sphere extrapolation distances are chosen as 
2.15 cm for V3’ (93.5 %) and 2.06 cm for plutonium. 
The extrapolation distance, X, , in the final column 

pi ! to a similarly reflected critical cylinder with dimensions 
do 7 ho = do(W), and fissile element density, po , use was 
made of the dilution esponent nz; for which ho/h = do/d = 
bolP)-mi* The esponent mi is simple related to the dilution 
exponent ni introduced in the accompanying article “Re- 
activity Contributions of Various Materials in Topsy, 
Godiva? and Jezebel,” by Engle et al. viz., 3m; = n; - 1. 
Specifically, mi was evaluated from the diffusion-theory 
perturbation formula for a rectangular solid 

Pi-4 

where the one-group cross sections ucr,i, utrti for impurity 
i, and go, btr for the fissile element were obtained from the 
tables listed by Engle et al. -4, A; designate atomic weights 
of impurity i, and fissile element; B and x0 designate the 
buckling and bare extrapolation distance and are obtained 
from the bare-sphere measurements on Godiva (11’9 and 
Jezebel (PUCK) l  ? 

the buckling components such as 
B, = r(h + 2x) determine the effective estrapolation dis- 
tance, X, from B,2 + B,* + B,* = B?. 
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of the tables, is for a sphere with reflector of the the cases of i&kite slab and infinite cylinder. Also 
same composition, density, and thickness as that shown are the less-complete data for water-reflected 
of the corresponding cylinder (2). Of particular plutonium arid for bare U*? . 
significance is the difference between A, and X, for 
this measures departure from the conditions for a REFEREWES 

simple, universal-shape transformation. I. A. D. CALLIHAS? J. W. MORFITT, AND J. T. THOUAS, 
In the case of water-reflected IT*= cylinders, there Proc. 1st Intern. Conf. Peaceful Uses Atomic Energy, 

now exist critical data for a reasonably complete Geneva 5, 145155 (1955). . 

range of height/diameter values. Such data are e. G. A. GRAVES AXD H. C. PASTON, .hhdeonics 15, 90-93 

presented in Fig. 8 as effective extrapolation distance 
(1957). 

3. G. E. HANSEN, proc. 2nd Intern. Conf. peacefILl c:ses 
vs h/d(l + h/d), with suggested extrapolations to Atomic hergy, Geneva 12, 8+88 (1958). 


